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Renesas Synergy™ Platform  

Migrating Synergy Software Projects from 
SSP v1.0.0 to SSP v1.1.0 
Introduction 
This application note describes how to migrate your Renesas Synergy projects from Renesas Synergy Software Package 
(SSP) v1.0.0 to SSP v1.1.0. More information on this topic is available in this Synergy Knowledge Base article. 

Goals and Objectives 
The objective of this document is to detail the process of migrating a project built in e2 studio 4.2.0.012 with SSP v1.0.0 
to a project compatible with e2 studio 5.0.0.043 with SSP v1.1.0. 

Prerequisites 
The reader of this application note is assumed to have some experience with the Renesas e2 studio ISDE and SSP and 
have a project you wish to migrate from SSP v1.0.0 to SSP v1.1.0. 

Required Resources 
To perform the procedures in this application note, you will need: 

• A PC running Microsoft® Windows® 7 with the following Renesas software installed: 

• e2 studio ISDE 4.2.0 

• e2 studio ISDE 5.0.0 

• Synergy Software Package (SSP) 1.0.0 

• Synergy Software Package (SSP) 1.1.0 

• An existing Synergy project built in e2 studio 4.2.0.012 (referred to as e2 studio 4.2 in this document) with SSP 
v1.0.0 

You can download the required Renesas software from the Renesas Synergy Gallery 
(https://synergygallery.renesas.com). 

Time Required 
You can perform the procedure in this application note in approximately one hour for a typical design. A very complex 
design (using the Messaging Framework and/or GUIX extensively) could take much longer; a less complex design 
(without the messaging Framework or GUIX) might take less than one hour. The high-level steps involved are: 

1. Back up your existing SSP 1.0.0 project. 

2. Open your existing e2 studio 4.2 (SSP 1.0.0) project in e2 studio 5.0. 

3. Update the SSP license path. 

4. Migrate the Synergy Configuration for your project. 

5. If your SSP 1.0.0 project uses the Messaging Framework, migrate the Messaging Framework.  

6. The GUIX version used by SSP v1.1.0 has been updated. If your SSP 1.0.0 project uses GUIX, migrate to GUIX 
5.3.0. 

The remainder of this application note describes the above steps in detail. 
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1. Create a Backup of the SSP v1.0.0 Project 
IMPORTANT! Back up your project before beginning the migration procedure. This migration procedure involves 
multiple manual steps, and therefore you must back up the project before migration so that the known working state can 
be recovered if necessary. Do not skip this step! 

To create a backup of your project, open your project built in e2 studio 4.2 and export a known working backup: 

1. Open your project in e2 studio 4.2 with SSP 1.0.0 installed. 

2. Build the project and run it if desired to confirm it is in a known working state. 

3. Go to File > Export. 

4. Under General, select Archive File. Click Next. 

5. Select the button Select All. 

6. Browse to a location to store your backup. We recommend C:\Renesas\Backups\<project_name>_1.0.0.zip, where 
<project_name> is the name of your project. Any other location you will remember is also acceptable.  

7. Click Finish. 

8. Open configuration.xml (Synergy Configuration tool). Click the Threads tab. 

9. Check all Threads to see if you are using the Communications Framework on sf_el_nx_comms. If you are using 
this module, write down which thread it is in and all of its properties from the Properties window. You will need to 
add this module to the migrated project manually. 

2. Open your e2 studio 4.2 Project in e2 studio 5.0 
IMPORTANT! Back up your project as described in Section 2 before beginning this section. 

Open your project built in e2 studio 4.2 in e2 studio 5.0. Some module stacks may require a manual process to complete 
the project migration. The following example shows how to update the HMI Thermostat Application: 

1. Open e2 studio 5.0. You can either use the same workspace folder you used for e2 studio 4.2 and migrate it or create 
a new workspace for e2 studio 5.0. If you choose to migrate your e2 studio 4.2 workspace, you will see the message 
below. Click OK to continue. 

 
 

3. Update your SSP License Path 
e2 studio 4.2 stored the path to the SSP license in each project file in an environment variable called 
AMS_LICENSE_PATH. This variable was filled out on the first screen of the New Project wizard and could be 
modified using a screen found in the project settings at Project > Properties > C/C++ General > Synergy License. 

With e2 studio 5.0, a new default SSP license path is stored in the workspace. This path is set for the first time in the 
New Project wizard just like before, but the screen that modifies this path has been moved from the project settings to 
the workspace settings at Window > Preferences > C/C++ > Renesas > Synergy License. 

Projects in e2 studio 5.0 still hold the AMS_LICENSE_PATH for those cases where a specific license path may be 
desired for the project. To use the default path defined in the workspace this environment variable should be set to the 
special macro - ${synergyLicenseFile}. 

All projects migrated from e2 studio 4.2 will have absolute license paths stored in the project file. To replace these 
absolute paths with the macro, delete the value that is there and the special macro will appear in its place. 
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4. Migrate the Synergy Configuration 
1. Open configuration.xml in the root of the project. 

2. You will see the following message. Click Yes to update the project. 

 
3. You will see the following warning message. Click OK. 
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4. Select File > Save to save the updated configuration.xml (Synergy Configuration). 

5. Close the Synergy Configuration tab. Reopen configuration.xml to make the Synergy Configuration tab visible. 

6. Click on the Threads tab. 

Note: If you do not close and reopen the Synergy Configuration tool as described in the previous step, you may see 
prompts to add modules to a stack even though the stack is already complete. 

An example of this is shown in the image below. There is already an External IRQ Driver in the stack, and there is 
an extra prompt to Add External IRQ Driver. If you see extra prompts (like those in the example below), close and 
reopen the Synergy Configuration tool. 

 
7. If you were using the Communications Framework on sf_el_nx_comms before (as identified in Section 1), add 

the module to the thread it was in before migration and configure it in the Properties window. 

8. Highlight a thread. Boxes with a pink color outline may need to be updated. Click the box and select Use if 
available to complete the stack. If Use is not an option, check to see if the module is optional. Some boxes will say 
they are optional in the prompt. For example, if you are using a UART driver you may see “Add DTC Driver for 
Transmission [Recommended but optional]”.  If the module is optional and you were not using it in your previous 
project, do not add it yet. If the module is not explicitly marked as optional in the pink box, and Use is not available 
(this is uncommon during project migration), select Add to add the required module. Configure any newly added 
modules in the properties window. 

 
9. Complete the process described in the previous step on all threads in the project. 

10. Review all threads in the project and confirm that the only pink boxes remaining are optional modules that are not 
used in your project.  

If your project does not use the Messaging Framework or GUIX, you have completed the project migration. You 
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can build and run the project. If your project uses the Messaging Framework, follow the steps in Section 4. If your 
project uses GUIX, follow the steps in Section 5. 

5. Migrate the Messaging Framework 
This section explains how to migrate the Messaging Framework. If your project does not use the Messaging Framework 
(Framework Services > All > sf_message is not checked on the Components tab), skip this section. 

The process below explains how to migrate your project built in e2 studio 4.2 (with SSP v1.0.0), supported by the 
Messaging Framework utility tool named sf_message_configurator, to e2 studio 5.0, supported by Messaging 
Configurator in the Synergy Configuration tool. 

5.1 Configure Event Classes 
Configure Event Classes using the Synergy Project Editor in e2 studio 5.0: 

1. Look for the sf_message_port.h file in your project built on e2 studio 4.2. Typically, the file is located in the /src/ 
directory. In this directory, you can find Event Class code definition, which will be displayed in the Event Classes 
pane in the Messaging tab of the Synergy Project Editor. 

/** Messaging framework event class code definition */ 
typedef enum 
{ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_DISPLAY, 
} sf_message_event_class_t; 

2. Open the Messaging tab in the Synergy Project Editor. You can see predefined Event Classes and Events in the 
Event Classes and Event panes.  

Use the predefined Events and Event Classes for the Touch Panel Framework and the Audio Playback Framework 
modules, which use the Messaging Framework for passing events. 

 
 

3. Click the New… button and add user-defined Event Classes on the Event Classes pane. Add the proper information 
for the payload of your Event Class as shown below: 

Name   : To be one of the names of the members in 
sf_message_payload_t. 
Payload  : Event code 
Payload header file : Specify the header file which defines the payload structure. 
Payload type  : Type of the payload structure.  

Pre-defined Event 
Classes 

Pre-defined Events 

New… button 
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Note that any Event Classes needs an associated Event Class payload. For example, for the following 
payload defined in system_message.h, the Event Class properties must be configured as follows: 

typedef struct st_sf_message_payload_time 
{ 
 sf_message_header_t   header; 
 rtc_time_t time; 
} sf_message_payload_time_t; 

 

 
4. Complete the Event Classes addition. 

 

  

User defined Event Classes 
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5.2 Configure Events 
Configure Events with the Synergy Project Editor in e2 studio 5.0: 

1. Look for the sf_message_port.h file in your existing project again. You can find the Event code definition there. 
The Event code is displayed in the Events pane in the Messaging tab in the Synergy Project Editor. 

 
/** Messaging framework event code definition --- */ 
typedef enum 
{ 
    /** Events used by SSP audio framework. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_START, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_STOP, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_PAUSE, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_RESUME, 
 
    /** Some classes do not use the event enumeration. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_UNUSED, 
 
    /** New data is available. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_NEW_DATA, 
 
    /** System data refresh. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REFRESH_SYSTEM_DATA, 
 
    /** Temperature set point adjustment. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_INCREMENT, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_DECREMENT, 
 
    /** Time setting. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_HOUR_MODE_TOGGLE, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_AM_PM_TOGGLE, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TIME_UPDATE, 
 
    /** System settings. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_FAN_TOGGLE, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_SYSTEM_MODE_TOGGLE, 
 
    /** Temperature unit settings. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_UNIT_C, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_UNIT_F, 
 
    /** Display Settings. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_BRIGHTNESS_INCREMENT, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_BRIGHTNESS_DECREMENT, 
 
    /** Volume Settings. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_PLAY, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_VOLUME_INCREMENT, 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_VOLUME_DECREMENT, 
 
    /** Temperature data. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_UPDATE_TEMPERATURE, 
 
    /** Time data. */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_UPDATE_TIME, 
} sf_message_event_t; 
2. Open the Messaging tab in the Synergy Project Editor.  

3. Click the New… button to add user-defined Event codes on the Events pane in the Messaging tab. 

4. The list of Events in the file sf_message_port.h file shown in 1 are displayed in the Events pane in Messaging tab. 
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5.3 Configure Subscribers 
Configure Event Class subscribers in the Synergy Project Editor in e2 studio 5.0: 

1. Click the New… button to add subscriber threads for Event Classes on the <Event Class name> Subscribers 
pane. Then, click and highlight an Event Class on the Event Classes pane and click on the checkbox just left to the 
thread name on <Event Class name> Subscribers pane to register the thread as the Event Class subscriber. 

 
2. Shown below are examples of registered subscribers for each Event Classes. For instance, the Touch Event Class 

message is subscribed by the System Thread only in this example. The Audio Playback Event Class is subscribed 
by two threads, System Thread and Audio Playback Thread. (See section 4.4 for details about Audio Playback.) 

 

 

User defined Events 

New… button 

Touch Event Class 
Subscriber 

Audio Playback Event 
Class Subscriber 
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5.4 Migrate Audio Playback Events 
This section explains how to migrate the Audio Playback Event passing. You can configure the Event Class subscribers 
in the Synergy Project Editor for thread instances listed in the Threads pane on Threads tab. Only thread instances that 
are listed in the Threads tab are allowed to be an Event Class subscriber. Since the Audio Playback Framework module 
creates an internal thread at run-time and Audio Playback Event Class messages are pended on by this thread, you 
cannot configure the module internal thread as the subscriber on the Audio Playback Subscribers pane. This limitation 
may be removed in future e2 studio versions. 

To migrate Audio Playback Events: 

1. Create a thread named Audio Playback Thread. The name is arbitrary, but for this example use the name in this 
document. 

2. Configure the thread as an Audio Playback Event Class subscriber. 

 

3. Click the Generate Project Content button to generate a Message Queue for the Audio Playback Thread. You can 
find the name of the Message queue in the file src/synergy_gen/message_data.c. The name of Message Queue in 
this example is audio_playback_thread0_message_queue. 

TX_QUEUE audio_playback_thread0_message_queue; 
 
4. Open the Threads tab in the Synergy Project Configurator and select the Audio Playback Framework Shared on 

sf_audio_playback module in Audio Playback Thread Stacks. 

The Synergy Project Editor automatically generates Message Queues, which are required for the 
Messaging Framework, whereas in e2 studio 4.2, you had to add Message Queues manually. The 
Message Queues are generated automatically in the file /src/synergy_gen/message_data.c. 
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5. Change the property Audio Message Queue Name to the name of the queue identified previously: 
audio_playback_thread0_message_queue. This allows Audio Playback Framework module to be an Audio 
Playback Event Class subscriber. 

 

5.5 Generate and Delete Code 
Generate the code that sets up the Messaging Framework: 

1. Click the Generate Project Content button to generate the files sf_message_port.h, sf_message_payloads.h and 
message_data.c. The two header files are created in the directory /synergy_cfg/ssp_cfg/framework/. The file 
message_data.c is created in the directory /src/synergy_gen/. Below are the examples for the auto-generated code: 

• sf_message_port.h 

typedef enum e_sf_message_event_class 
{ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH, /* Touch */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO, /* Audio Playback */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG, /* Error Log */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_DISPLAY, /* Display */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME, /* Time */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE, /* Temperature */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM, /* System */ 
} sf_message_event_class_t; 
typedef enum e_sf_message_event 
{ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_UNUSED, /* Unused */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_NEW_DATA, /* New Data */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_START, /* Audio Playback Start */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_STOP, /* Audio Playback Stop */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_PAUSE, /* Audio Playback Pause */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_AUDIO_RESUME, /* Audio Playback Resume */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REFRESH_SYSTEM_DATA, /* Refresh_System_Data */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_INCREMENT, /* Request_Temperature_Increment */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_DECCREMENT, /* Request_Temperature_Deccrement */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_HOUR_MODE_TOGGLE, /* Request_Hour_Mode_Toggle */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_AM_PM_TOGGLE, /* Request_AM_PM_Toggle */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TIME_TOGGLE, /* Request_Time_Toggle */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_FAN_TOGGLE, /* Request_Fan_Toggle */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_SYSTEM_MODE_TOGGLE, /* Request_System_Mode_Toggle */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_UNIT_C, /* Request_Temperature_Unit_C */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_TEMPERATURE_UNIT_F, /* Request_Temperature_Unit_F */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_BRIGHTNESS_INCREMENT, /* Request_Brightness_Increment */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_REQUEST_BRIGHTNESS_DECREMENT, /* Request_Brightness_Decrement */ 
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    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_UPDATE_TEMPERATURE, /* Update_Temperature */ 
    SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_UPDATE_TIME, /* Update_Time */ 
} sf_message_event_t; 
extern TX_QUEUE system_thread_message_queue; 
extern TX_QUEUE audio_playback_thread0_message_queue; 
extern TX_QUEUE error_log_thread_message_queue; 
#endif /* SF_MESSAGE_PORT_H_ */ 
 

• sf_message_payload.h 
/* generated messaging header file - do not edit */ 
#ifndef SF_MESSAGE_PAYLOADS_H_ 
#define SF_MESSAGE_PAYLOADS_H_ 
#include "sf_touch_panel_api.h" 
#include "sf_audio_playback_api.h" 
#include "system_messages.h" 
#include "system_messages.h" 
#include "system_messages.h" 
#include "system_messages.h" 
typedef union u_sf_message_payload 
{ 
    sf_touch_panel_event_t sf_touch_panel_event; 
    sf_audio_playback_data_t sf_audio_playback_data; 
    sf_message_payload_error_t error_log_payload; 
    sf_message_payload_time_t time_payload; 
    sf_message_payload_temperature_t temperature_payload; 
    gx_system_update_message_t system_payload; 
} sf_message_payload_t; 
#endif /* SF_MESSAGE_PAYLOADS_H_ */ 
 

• message_data.c 
/* generated messaging source file - do not edit */ 
#include "sf_message.h" 
#ifndef SF_MESSAGE_CFG_QUEUE_SIZE 
#define SF_MESSAGE_CFG_QUEUE_SIZE (16) 
#endif 
TX_QUEUE system_thread_message_queue; 
static uint8_t queue_memory_system_thread_message_queue[SF_MESSAGE_CFG_QUEUE_SIZE]; 
TX_QUEUE audio_playback_thread_message_queue; 
static uint8_t queue_memory_audio_playback_thread_message_queue[SF_MESSAGE_CFG_QUEUE_SIZE]; 
TX_QUEUE error_log_thread_message_queue; 
static uint8_t queue_memory_error_log_thread_message_queue[SF_MESSAGE_CFG_QUEUE_SIZE]; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t system_thread_message_queue_0_0   = 
{ . p_queue = &system_thread_message_queue, .instance_range  = { .start = 0, .end = 0 } }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t audio_playback_thread_message_queue_0_5  = 
{ .p_queue = &audio_playback_thread_message_queue, .instance_range  = { .start = 0, .end = 5 } }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t error_log_thread_message_queue_0_0  = 
{ . p_queue = &error_log_thread_message_queue, .instance_range = { .start = 0, .end = 0 } }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t * gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH[]  = { &system_thread_message_queue_0_0, }; 
 
static sf_message_subscriber_list_t g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH  = 
{ .event_class = (uint16_t) SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH, .number_of_nodes = 1,  
  .pp_subscriber_group = gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t * gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO[]  = 
{ &audio_playback_thread_message_queue_0_5, &system_thread_message_queue_0_0, }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_list_t g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO  = 
{ .event_class = (uint16_t) SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO, .number_of_nodes = 2, 
  .pp_subscriber_group = gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t * gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE[] = { &system_thread_message_queue_0_0, }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_list_t g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE = 
{ .event_class = (uint16_t) SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE, .number_of_nodes = 1, 
  .pp_subscriber_group = gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t * gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG[] = { &error_log_thread_message_queue_0_0, }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_list_t g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG  = 
{ .event_class = (uint16_t) SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG, .number_of_nodes = 1, 
  .pp_subscriber_group = gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t * gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME[]  = { &system_thread_message_queue_0_0, }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_list_t g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME  = 
{ .event_class = (uint16_t) SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME, .number_of_nodes = 1, 
  .pp_subscriber_group = gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_t * gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM[]  = { &system_thread_message_queue_0_0, }; 
static sf_message_subscriber_list_t g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM  = 
{ .event_class = (uint16_t) SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM, .number_of_nodes = 1, 
  .pp_subscriber_group = gp_group_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM }; 
 
sf_message_subscriber_list_t * p_subscriber_lists[] = 
{ &g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TOUCH, &g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_AUDIO, 
  &g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TEMPERATURE, &g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_ERROR_LOG, 
  &g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_TIME, &g_list_SF_MESSAGE_EVENT_CLASS_SYSTEM, NULL }; 
void g_message_init(void); 
void g_message_init(void) 
{ 
    tx_queue_create (&system_thread_message_queue, (CHAR *) "System Thread Message Queue", 1, 
                     &queue_memory_system_thread_message_queue, sizeof(queue_memory_system_thread_message_queue)); 
    tx_queue_create (&audio_playback_thread_message_queue, (CHAR *) "Audio Playback Thread Message Queue", 1, 
                     &queue_memory_audio_playback_thread_message_queue,sizeof(queue_memory_audio_playback_thread_message_queue)); 
    tx_queue_create (&error_log_thread_message_queue, (CHAR *) "Error Log Thread Message Queue", 1, 
                     &queue_memory_error_log_thread_message_queue, sizeof(queue_memory_error_log_thread_message_queue)); 
} 

Message Queues 

Subscriber List 

Message Queue 
initializer 
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2. Delete the following three files, which were required for the project in e2 studio 4.2. These files are no longer valid 
in e2 studio 5.0: 

 

3. In the <Thread name> Objects pane on Threads tab, delete the Message Queue objects that were used for the 
Messaging Framework in e2 studio 4.2. Any queues for the Messaging Framework are generated by the Synergy 
Project Editor in /src/synergy_gen/message_data.c. You no longer need to add queues to the <Thread name> 
Objects pane. 
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5.6 Change the Application 
To update your application code, modify the name of the queue used for the 2nd argument in the Messaging Framework 
pend API in every single Event Class subscriber thread. Use the name of the queue generated in message_data.c by the 
Synergy Project Editor. Here is an example: 

 

…     

/** Event loop. */ 

while (1) 

{ 

    /** Wait for an error message. */ 

    sf_message_payload_error_t * p_message; 

    err = g_sf_message.p_api->pend(g_sf_message.p_ctrl, 

                                   &error_log_thread_message_queue, 
                                   (sf_message_header_t **) &p_message, 

                                   TX_WAIT_FOREVER); 

    /** Print error message */ 

    if (SSP_SUCCESS == err) 

    { 

        sprintf(p_str, "%s %d %d\r\n", p_message->module, p_message->err, 

                                                          (int) p_message->line); 

        g_sf_comms.p_api->write(g_sf_comms.p_ctrl, p_str, strlen(p_str), 10); 

 

        /** Release buffer. */ 

        g_sf_message.p_api->bufferRelease(g_sf_message.p_ctrl,  

                                          (sf_message_header_t *)p_message, 

                                          SF_MESSAGE_RELEASE_OPTION_NONE); 

    } 

} 

 

6. Migrate to GUIX 5.3.0 
In SSP v1.1.0, GUIX is updated to version 5.3.0.  This procedure describes how to update graphics files for use with the 
updated GUIX library in the SSP. 

6.1 Update GUIX Resources 
To update the GUIX resources files: 

1. Download GUIX Studio version 5.3.0.1 from the Renesas Synergy Gallery and install it. 

2. Open GUIX Studio version 5.3.0.1 

3. Select Project > Open Project.  Browse to the .gxp project file used to generate resources for your application. 

4. Select Configure > Project/Displays. 

5. Next to Target CPU, click Advanced Settings. Confirm that Graphics Accelerator and Hardware JPG Decoder are 
enabled. 
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6. Set the GUIX Library Version to 5.3.0. 

 
 

7. Set the GUIX Library Version to 5.3.0. 

8. Click Save. 

9. Select Project > Generate All Output Files. 

10. If your project uses GUIX Port module (sf_el_gx), be aware that the following two module configuration properties 
were moved from the sf_el_gx module to the GUIX on gx module: 

• 2DG Rendering Support 

• JPEG Rendering Support 

Open the Threads tab in the Synergy Project Editor, select GUIX on gx module, and change the following two 
values to yes if your GUIX project uses the Synergy graphics hardware accelerations: 

• Enable Synergy 2D Drawing Engine Support 

• Enable Synergy JPEG Support 

The GUIX resources are now updated to be compatible with the updated GUIX v5.3.0 library in the SSP. 
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Website and Support  
Support:  https://synergygallery.renesas.com/support 

Technical Contact Details: 

• America: https://renesas.zendesk.com/anonymous_requests/new   
• Europe: https://www.renesas.com/en-eu/support/contact.html  
• Japan: https://www.renesas.com/ja-jp/support/contact.html 
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Notice
1. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of semiconductor products and application examples.  You are fully responsible for
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redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures.  Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult,

please evaluate the safety of the final products or systems manufactured by you.

8. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product.  Please use Renesas Electronics

products in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive.  Renesas Electronics assumes

no liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.

9. Renesas Electronics products and technology may not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or

regulations.  You should not use Renesas Electronics products or technology described in this document for any purpose relating to military applications or use by the military, including but not limited to the

development of weapons of mass destruction.  When exporting the Renesas Electronics products or technology described in this document, you should comply with the applicable export control laws and

regulations and follow the procedures required by such laws and regulations.

10. It is the responsibility of the buyer or distributor of Renesas Electronics products, who distributes, disposes of, or otherwise places the product with a third party, to notify such third party in advance of the

contents and conditions set forth in this document, Renesas Electronics assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by you or third parties as a result of unauthorized use of Renesas Electronics

products.

11. This document may not be reproduced or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document or Renesas Electronics products, or if you have any other inquiries.
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